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WHO
WE ARE

The word gastronomy represents
the relationship between culture

and food: the appreciation of
food not only as a form of

indulgence and sustenance, but
also as an avenue through which

cultures and artistry can be
explored.

The mission of Penn Gastronomy
stays loyal to its name: we facilitate

the exploration of culture and art
through food. Through a series of

activities including fine (and
unrefined) dining, chef speakers,

public community events and
intimate family dinners, we aim to

create a community for food lovers
to share their appreciation of food

and respective cultures on a
deeper holistic level.

With Susie Fogleson, Food Network SVP Marketing

PG board members at work



WHY PG
+ PENN

10,000 undergraduates
600+ listserv members

1 organization tying it all together

There are 10,000 eager undergraduate foodies
at Penn. Most students remain in a bubble
around campus, afraid to explore the greater
Philadelphia area. Our aim is to connect these
students with the Philadelphia food scene.
Reaching out to these students by partnering
with us is a huge untapped potential for your
business or organization.



WHAT
WE DO

tasting
events

speaker
panels

cooking
competitions

exclusive
member
coupons

food
crawls

community
outreach

the sky’s
the limit!



WHO WE’VE
PARTNERED WITH

buttercream | chez yasmine | chipotle | distrito
dock street brewing co. | gia pronto | han dynasty

john & kira’s | lokalty | marigold kitchen | muse
penn appétit | penn fashion week | sazon

starr restaurants (morimoto, pizzeria stella)
sweetgreen | sugar philly | tria wine bar

urban nutrition initiative

…AND SOON,

YOU!



““
WHAT
WE HEAR

PG gives me the opportunity to explore awesome new
restaurants I never would have tried otherwise.

Penn Gastronomy’s miracle berry
event will be one of my best

memories from Penn!””
””I never knew there were so many

foodies here at Penn. Thank you for
bringing this community to light!

““ I always look forward to opening a
PG newsletter because I never
know what exciting epicurean
event they’re going to host next.



WANT TO
LEARN MORE?

email: penn.gastronomy@gmail.com
blog: penngastronomy.wordpress.com

JOIN OUR FOODIE REVOLUTION!


